Age Of Exploration Webquest Answer Key
the age of exploration - the participants in the age of exploration had two main goals. one was to find a
shorter, safer route to asia and the spice islands. the east had spices, silks and treasures that were in demand
in the age of exploration - coreknowledge - 22 the age of exploration there is actually a good reason let’s
go back to the duke of richland imagine that he is a wealthy landowner living in a land with no law of
primogeniture let’s say he owns 1,000 acres of good farmland but, alas, he dies his land is split between the
age of exploration - canyonspringshighschool - the age of exploration 1500–1800 key events as you read
this chapter, look for the key events of the age of exploration. • europeans risked dangerous ocean voyages to
discover new sea routes. • early european explorers sought gold in africa then began to trade slaves. the age
of exploration - history makes men wise - the age of exploration began in portugalis small country is
located on the southwestern tip of europe. its rulers sent explorers first to nearby africa and then around the
world. key explorers the key figure in early portuguese exploration was prince henry, the son of king the age
of exploration: webquest - quia - 1. the end of the age of exploration? “the age of exploration is inherent in
the human existence. it did not end with vast sea exploits. adventurers explored by land and air, and now
venture into space. once most of the earth was charted and documented, human beings sought to break time
records of air travel around the world. the age exploration - santee school district - the age of exploration
1400 1475 1550 16251400 1475 1550 1625 1420 portugal begins mapping africa’s coast 1492 columbus
reaches the americas 1520 magellan’s crew sails around the world 1588 england defeats the spanish armada
a lighthouse stands among the ruins of prince henry the navigator’s school of navigation in algarve, portugal.
age of exploration reading comprehension - age of exploration reading comprehension the age of
exploration started in the 1400s. europeans were desperate to get spices from asia. spices were used to
preserve foods and keep them from spoiling. spices, however, were expensive and dangerous to get. european
rulers the age of exploration - mr. washington's webpage - the age of exploration 1500–1800 key events
as you read this chapter, look for the key events of the age of exploration. • europeans risked dangerous
ocean voyages to discover new sea routes. • early european explorers sought gold in africa then began to
trade slaves. the age of exploration - world history - the age of exploration began in portugalis small
country is located on the southwestern tip of europe. its rulers sent explorers first to nearby africa and then
around the world. key explorers the key figure in early portuguese exploration was prince henry, the son of
king the age of exploration - coreknowledge - the age f exploration chapter 1: the spice islands big
question: according to the author, how did the search for the spice islands change history? between 1271 and
1295, venetian marco polo traveled throughout age of discovery - wikipedia - the age of discovery, or the
age of exploration (approximately from the beginning of the 15th century until the end of the 18th century), is
an informal and loosely defined term for the period in european history in which extensive overseas
exploration emerged as a powerful factor in european culture and which was the beginning of globalization.
timeline: the age of exploration - stpaulsorange - timeline: the age of exploration 1492 columbus-sailed
westward to reach asia. italy 1493 instead, he landed in the americas*. columbus was significant for two major
reasons: 1. he landed on two continents that europe did not know existed. 2. he was the first person to
establish a long-term relationship between europe and the americas. name date the age of exploration
begins pre-test - name _____ date _____ the age of exploration begins the age of exploration begins ©1999
chariot productions published and distributed by agc/united learning all rights to print materials cleared for
classroom duplication and distribution 1560 sherman av., suite 100 evanston, il 60201 age of exploration english-online - age of exploration 5 words cut off =block, so that nobody can pass through discover = to
find something for the first time empire = a group of countries that are controlled by a king mapmaker = a
person who draws maps pilgrim = a religious person who travels a long way to a holy place rica. date: age of
exploration map activity - lake county - age of exploration map activity directions: complete the following
steps in order to create a map of exploration routes taken by countries during the age of exploration. use p.
662 in your textbook for assistance. neatly label and color as you work!! 1.)
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